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Acclaimed by the New York Times as "part muse, part quick reference," this pocket-sized dictionary

is an easy-to-use tool geared specifically toward the contemporary songwriter. A concise collection

of the most-often used words in popular music, the simple format allows for fast reference, while the

15,000 entries provide more than ample rhyming options.
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I own several rhyming dictionaries. This one seems better than most of the others for several

reasons. It's slim line, with a binding that helps it lie flatter. The words are more modern than most

other books for todays writers. I would recommend it more than most of the other books because it

seems to help you work toward more modern, and up to date in your song writing.

Pretty good, and found several good rhymes, but beware there are many words missing. Obviously

it is to be expected that it would not possibly have every word in this small of a book. Just as an

example, I was trying to write a religious song and there was no listing for rhymes with "salvation".

So I thought of many rhyming words on my own but wanted more, and none of these were in there

either (temptation, salvation, foundation, celebration, etc). Internet search is more complete, but it is

handy to have this book at your fingertips if your word is in there.

not searchable, so you spend more time going back and forth to find rhymes...it is a good help for



song planning if you don't have another option, and it is convenient to have it on my kindle, which is

the only thing I take on flights.

My grandson is a singer/song writer. I gave him this book for Christmas, and he told me that this is

just THE one he had planned to buy. It contains a lot of info, yet small enough to carry with him; fits

right in guitar case, too. He highly recommends it.

I purchased this for one of my middle school students who has been writing his own rap songs the

past few months. He has found this book useful when he gets writers block and I have found it

useful in expanding his vocabulary

It's a tiny little book that is filled with rhymes! The beginning of the book discusses different kinds of

poetry and styles, whereas the remaining part is all rhymes.

So many words to write, very inspiring, very helpful to any artist or writer that struggles with words.

I enjoy making prose and poetry in my head as I work in the woods. Sometimes my mind will not

click along as it used to and I get creationally constipated! This handy little book is so full of helps for

a small, 5 1/2X 4 1/2' size that doesn't take too much room in my pack. Excellent format and don't

need a magnifier to read it! Superb also setting by the computer, desk, or throne!
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